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Access – The Foundation for Social Investment

Access works to make charities and 
social enterprises in England more 
financially resilient and self-reliant, 
so that they can sustain or increase 
their impact. 

We do this through supporting the 
development of enterprise activity to 
grow and diversify income, and 
improving access to the social 
investment which can help stimulate 
that enterprise activity. 

Access will be around for a decade, 
but the need for this work will 
continue well beyond that. So our 
approach is to work through others 
to create partnerships which can 
outlive us, test and learn from new 
approaches, and generate 
knowledge which improves the work 
of others seeking the same goals. 

We are in the second half of Access’s planned ten year life and 
into the fourth year of our 2018-23 strategy. Our core 
programmes of enterprise development, investment readiness 
grants and blended finance remain our focus and are continuing 
to evolve to the post-pandemic landscape in the sector.

Over the period 2018-23 we will have three strands to our work:

1. Providing £40m to support a broad range of enterprise development 
activities in partnership with other foundations, social investors, sector 
infrastructure bodies and enterprise advisors. This support will help 
charities and social enterprises to earn more of their own income and 
specifically develop business models which can be further supported 
through utilising social investment. 

2. Managing and promoting blended finance models which bridge the gap 
between charities and social enterprises on one side and social 
investors on the other. These models help make the social investment 
easier to find and more relevant for charities and social enterprises, 
and help social investment reach parts of the sector which are yet to 
benefit.

3. Learning from our programmes and listening to the changing 
investment needs of the sector in order to influence our future work 
and that of others who support charities and social enterprises; and 
building systems which make that knowledge easier to understand and 
use for the long term. 

https://access-socialinvestment.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Strategic-Plan-2018-23-final.pdf


Our Theory of Change



Access is in its second strategic plan covering the middle phase of its life, the period 2018-23.

This is the fourth annual operational plan under this strategy. It outlines the activities we will undertake across the three pillars of our 
work: enterprise development and investment readiness; blended finance; and how we learn and share the learning from our 
programmes. It should be read in conjunction with the strategic plan. 

Over the last year our priorities and ways of working have evolved to respond to the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. Significant 
new resources were made available to Access from dormant assets in 2020 to support blende finance initiatives. This plan responds to 
the evolving needs of the sector in terms of enterprise development opportunities and need for capital as we begin a phase of economic 
recovery. The plan incorporates new thinking with Access about our emerging legacy, the broader ecosystem of funding and support
which the sector will need in the long term, and Access’s role in enabling that. The plan responds to stakeholder feedback provided 
through the quadrennial review undertaken by the Oversight Trust in March 2021. The plan also incorporates cross cutting work relating 
to improving Access’s and the wider market’s practice in equality, diversity and inclusion and ensuring that the reach of social investment 
is expanded to groups who have not previously been able to benefit. Finally we revisit our commitment to better understanding and 
supporting the sector to respond to the impact of climate change on the sector’s resilience. 

In our strategy we outline three broad phases of our life. This year is the fourth year of the second phase. 

10 
years

2016 - 2018 2018 - 2023 2023 - 2026

Make the majority of commitments 
through the Growth Fund 

Develop our first grant 
programmes and test how 
effectively they work for our target 
population

Reflect on the strengths and 
weaknesses of our programmes and 
reassess our target population. Ask if 
other charities and social enterprises 
are still receiving investment 
readiness support funded by others

Manage and support the Growth Fund 
portfolio and develop new blended finance 
approaches. Develop our role in championing 
blended finance models 

Evolve our approach to learning and 
responding to the needs of the sector. 
Develop an advocacy function to ensure 
Access’s legacy 

Continue to fund programmes, 
focusing on building the structures 
which will ensure our legacy 

Share the lessons from our work, 
and seek to influence others

Deliver our second Capacity Building 
programmes, based on learning so far, with a 
focus on enterprise development

2021
-22

Our Strategic Plan

Ensure orderly wind down and 
closure of the Foundation 

https://access-socialinvestment.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Strategic-Plan-2018-23-final.pdf


Blended
Finance



April MarchJuly NovemberMay June August September October December January February

• Four sectors working effectively and dynamic 
partnership driving EDP forward

• Elements of the support package for sectors all in 
place, including peripatetic finance support and 
analysis of business models

• Two new EDP sectors (Black and Minoritised 
Communities, and environmental sector) are 
joining the programme

• Demand for enterprise development has held up 
during 2020, recognition that in general enterprise 
models have been hit by COVID

• While demand was reduced in 2020, evaluation 
shows Reach Fund is highly effective and delivering 
value for money, commitment in place to extend 
the programme

• Three Connect Fund themes currently live, greater 
clarity on Access’s legacy strategy and role of 
infrastructure in delivering that 

Enterprise Development and Investment Readiness

• EDP partnership is functioning effectively with clearer opportunities for new 
partners (funders or infrastructure bodies) to utilise the platform

• Significant progress made on understanding and communicating the revenue 
models being developed across the EDP sectors, and in particular how these are 
evolving in the context of COVID recovery  

• Effective support being provided across four sectors, with the homelessness and 
youth sectors are well placed to build on the legacy of the programme

• With partners, Access helps to raise the profile of enterprise grant making as a field 
and as a key strategy for supporting resilience in the sector, aligned to strategies like 
Match Trading 

• Reach Fund has successfully transitioned into phase three, with programme 
developments and allocations successfully implemented and communicated to the 
sector, including clearer ED&I targets and data

• The Connect Fund is supporting organisations who are instrumental to the delivery 
of Access’s objectives and building legacy, and we are utilising the expertise of our 
partners, Barrow Cadbury Trust, across our work. 

Transition into phase 
three of Reach Fund with 

associated 
communications, 

reconciliation of phase 
two contract 

First cohorts for Black and 
Minoritised Communities, 
and environmental sectors 

in place and receiving 
support 

Where we are in March 2021 Where we want to be in March 2022

Black and Minoritised 
Communities, and 

environmental sectors 
join the programme 

Reach Fund 
evaluation published 

and regular 
performance 

monitoring updated  

Plans for Reach 
Fund extension 

finalised including 
methodology for 

Access Point 
allocations and 

contracts in place

Data structure for 
revenue model work 
functioning well and 

data being shared 
effectively across the 

programme and beyond

Connect Fund 
wind-down and 

legacy plan in place 
for later in 2022 

EDP revenue 
models work 
accelerates 

across all live 
sectors 
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Youth strand of EDP comes 
to an end with clarity on 

legacy for the programme 
and “alumni” status for 

previous sectors 

Evaluation of 
impact of Connect 
Fund programmes 

to date 

New grant priorities for 
Connect Fund agreed with 

BCT and budget set 

Connect Fund spend 
ramping up against re-

profiled budget 

Homelessness 
strand of EDP 

comes to an end 



April MarchJuly NovemberMay June August September October December January February

• Adaptations to the Growth Fund have helped 
the programme to respond to COVID-19, a 
number of funds almost at the end of their 
deployment period 

• Over 500 investments from the Growth Fund 
and c.20% of the market, but due to finish 
lending in mid 2022; need for future supply of 
blended finance to serve this market is urgent 
and clear 

• Local Access plans agreed in Bristol, 
partnerships impacted by COVID in 2020 and 
needing time and support to progress their 
plans

• Emergency lending programme supporting five 
funds and due to be fully committed by July

• Flexible Finance cohorts have helped nine social 
investment providers develop their plans. Two 
proposals are approved and very strong pipeline 
of further proposals. 

Blended Finance 

• Growth Fund portfolio has been effectively supported, as many funds transition to 
their repayment period. Supply of small scale unsecured loans still available via 
multiple fund managers still deploying

• Clarity over how small scale unsecured loans will be made available post Growth 
Fund and funding sector, including better understanding of the balance between 
role of blended finance and guarantees 

• Learning and evaluation data from Growth Fund continuing to influence the wider 
market

• The majority of Local Access places have their enterprise development and 
investment plans agreed and partnerships in the six places are functioning 
effectively. Lessons from Local Access are shaping Government policy around 
Levelling Up 

• Flexible Finance programme has made commitments to eight social investment 
providers and at least £4m has been deployed to charities and social enterprises

• The Flexible Finance programme is generating clear improvements in ED&I practice 
within social investment providers and across Access’s broader work and 
governance structures 

• Lessons from COVID emergency support programmes are shared and help 
influence future blended finance programmes 

FF IC has made two 
commitments and 

first legal 
agreements signed 

Where we are in March 2021 Where we want to be in March 2022

Lessons from the Growth Fund’s 
COVID response gathered and 
shared (including the £1m of 

business support grants) 

Second 
Growth Fund 

evaluation 
report 

published 

Two further Local Access 
enterprise plans agreed

FF programme has 
made two further 

commitments (total 8) 
and five funds deploying 

Bristol’s investment 
plan finalised and 
contracts in place, 
and Hartlepool’s 
enterprise plans 

agreed 

Ongoing discussion 
with DCMS about 

future blended 
finance and supply of 
small scale loans; JIC 
discussion on Growth 

Fund legacy

FF programme has made 
two further commitments 

and first deployment to 
charities and social 
enterprises, cohort 

continues to meet on a 
peer basis 

FF programme 
has made two 

further 
commitments 

(total 6)

Growth Fund 
evaluation 

thematic report 
on resilience 

published 

Smooth 
transitions to 

repayment 
periods for 

Growth Fund 
closing
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Second cohort for 
Flexible Finance 

programme begins

Growth Fund 
social impact 
report shared 

Two further 
Local Access 

enterprise plans 
agreed 

Emergency lending 
programme due to 

come to an end, 
manage final 
deployment 



• Learning strategy being implemented with clear 
measures of success and measurement framework 
across all programmes; data and learning is driving 
programme improvement  

• 5 lessons from 5 years produced and widely 
disseminated 

• Programme specific learning and dashboard data 
regularly shared

• Significant work undertaken to develop legacy 
strategy, three clear themes in place

• Cross cutting research projects supporting key 
aspects of Access’s work including resilience 

• Access has helped facilitate greater collaboration 
across the social economy in terms of influencing 
government around the role of the sector 

• Access’s total impact approach cited in ACF 
intentional investing report and across the sector 

Listening, Learning and Sharing Knowledge

• Access’s legacy objectives are clearly defined, widely endorsed with key 
stakeholders and fully integrated in to Access’s work

• Access further develops its capacity around advocacy and influence to 
ensure that legacy objectives are achieved and that Access is maximising 
engagement with government, funders and other foundations, and key 
infrastructure bodies across the sector 

• Opportunities identified and developed for convening foundations 
interested in enterprise and resilience

• Access’s own learning on ED&I is supporting the sector to progress the 
agenda alongside EDI leaders and partners

• Knowledge continues to be shared on blended finance models and 
effective use of subsidy, including but not limited to our own programmes 

• Work to better define and communicate business models used across the 
EDP sectors is increasingly widely shared 

Where we are in March 2021 Where we want to be in March 2022
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April MarchJuly NovemberMay June August September October December January February

SEUK publish 
regional analysis of 

the State of the 
Sector research

Research to understand 
the baseline of how our 

funding has reached 
BAME organisations is 

completed 

Project on valuing 
technical assistance 
in social investors 

completed 

Review of all routine 
programme monitoring 

to ensure alignment 
with measures of 

success

Project to define 
link between 
resilience and 

impact completed

Scope hub for 
broader data on 
blended finance 

programmes beyond 
Access’s own 

Legacy Group continues 
to engage key 

stakeholders to inform 
development of 

Access’s legacy themes 

Report into learning from 
the Impact Management 

Programme published 
and shared

OT’s Quadrennial Review 
of Access published, 

along with response from 
Access to the findings 

Project to define 
link between 
resilience and 

impact initiated 

Engaging key sector 
infrastructure bodies 

in approach to sharing 
knowledge about 

business models from 
EDP 

Publication of 
additional data from 

SEUK State of the 
Sector survey on 
business models 

Trustees discuss 
legacy strategy 

at away day

Impact report on 
Access’s 

endowment 
published 


